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To prevent unwanted noise people soundproof their walls. I am trying to find out in this experiment what
material will stop sound the best. I think out of the four materials I decided to study (fiberglass insulation, foam
peanuts, newspaper, and nothing in the walls) fiberglass will work the best.

 I decided to prove this by building a wooden frame out of nails and 2" x 4"’s covering the frame with 5/8" thick
drywall, and filling the wall with one of the four insulation’s. After I did that, I played a prerecorded tape on one
side of the wall. On the other side of the wall I recorded the highest and lowest volume that traveled through the
wall using a sound meter. I did this four times, (not counting building the wall) changing the insulation each
time. I then repeated this all again (not counting building the wall) three times. Comparing results was the last
thing I did to prove that fiberglass insulation would work best.

 I found out from my experiment that the fiberglass insulation did not work the best to stop sound. The material
that actually stopped the sound the best was the foam peanuts. 0.71 dB was how much more sound went
through the wall while I was using fiberglass insulation, compared to the foam peanuts. The newspaper stopped
1.325 dB less than the foam peanuts. Nothing in the wall stopped 3.795 dB less than the foam peanuts. This
proves that the foam peanuts stops sound better than the fiberglass insulation and that my hypothesis was
wrong.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

It determines which insulation is best at sound proofing walls.
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